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Did you miss this European Commission document?!
In late March 2018, we read an official EU document: Notice to stakeholders: withdrawal of the United
Kingdom and EU rules on .eu domain names which states: "As of the withdrawal date, undertakings and
organisations that are established in the United Kingdom but not in the EU, and natural persons who
reside in the United Kingdom will no longer be eligible to register .eu domain names or, if they are .eu
registrants, to renew .eu domain names registered before the withdrawal date."
[See EU official Source]
More: (...) "The European Commission announced it will cancel all 300,000 domains under the .eu toplevel domain that have a UK registrant, following Britain's eventual departure from the European Union.
[See theregister.co.uk]

European Internet News for 04/28/18
Twitter updates privacy policy ahead of EU data law
Google dismisses worries about impact of EU privacy rules
Here's why you've been getting so many privacy policy and terms of service updates lately
Europe launches a heart attack-detecting AI for emergency calls
Vince Cable calls for big internet companies to be broken up
Europe fires back at ICANN's delusional plan to overhaul Whois for GDPR by next Year
Netflix, Amazon Would Be Forced to Maintain 30% European Content Quotas Under Proposed EU Law
UK teenagers among world's most extreme Internet users
Lost Voice Guy's Britain's Got Talent audition wins over the internet
ISPA Name Finalists for the 2018 UK ISP Internet Industry Awards
Snapchat to stop retaining location data on under-16s in Europe
Europe announces €20 billion AI strategy
Massive revenge porn site Anon-IB shut down by Dutch police
Authorities bust world's largest DDoS-for-hire service & seize its domain
UK launches "£1 billion" Sector Deal for AI
Global internet of things (IoT) analytics market growth is expected to be driven majorly by revenue
contribution by Asia Pacific market
Under-fire Silicon Valley to gain new copyright 'safe harbour' in EU, fume critics
Two poorly-designed cross-border data access regimes
EuroCommerce Lauds New EU Rules For Online Platforms
France’s Push for a European Tech Tax Meets Resistance - Bloomberg
Cambridge Analytica might finally make Brussels care about data privacy
Security Trade-Offs in the New EU Privacy Law — Krebs on Security
The EU’s Toothless Plan to Rein In Online Platforms - Bloomberg
3% “Digital Taxation” Will be Introduced by the EU
EU urged to lead efforts to create ‘new internet’
Euro idiocrats backtrack on plan to kill off Brits' 300,000 .eu domains
Data Privacy: New EU Laws Coming in May
Webstresser: World's biggest cybercrime market knocked offline
Online porn will soon require age checks in Britain
Russia launches military satellite to improve Internet access
Russia’s Internet Research Agency Troll Farm Is Recruiting ‘English-Speaking Journalists’
US-EU operation deals blow to Isis propaganda machine
Switzerland Wants to Be the World Capital of Cryptocurrency
Alphabet Inc. (NASDAQ:GOOG) Holdings Lifted by Swiss National Bank
Picasso painting bought by 25,000 people as a group from a Swiss bargain site
Revised domain name rules grant further powers to registries and anti-cybercrime services
German industries are turning to blockchain solutions
Russian internet in chaos because of Telegram app ban
Emergency apps can now work across Europe thanks to new initiative
DataCentreNews Europe - Swedish data centre uses waste heat to warm thousands of homes
Sweden delays start of iGaming licensing to August
Internet Users Only Keeping a UK Fixed Phone Line for Broadband
Enhancing UK's Internet Security and Speed
This is why Russia's attempts to block Telegram have failed
The Fate of Text and Data Mining in the European Copyright Overhaul
Isis propaganda websites attacked by international security services but group continues to reach
followers I used YouTube to help deliver my baby
High Court Rules Part of UK ISP Internet Snooping Law is Unlawful
Facebook to label political ads in the UK
Facebook branded a 'morality-free zone' in UK inquiry
UK adults are on the internet double the amount of time 10 years ago
British adults using Facebook less to communicate with friends
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